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Today’s Participants
• Cora Holt, Associate, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP

• José Rivera, Executive Vice President and General Counsel, Intellia Therapeutics
• Lindsey Trickett, Vice President, Investor Relations, Intellia Therapeutics
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Intellia Therapeutics Legal Disclaimers
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” of Intellia Therapeutics, Inc. (“Intellia”) within the meaning
of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements include, but are not
limited to, express or implied statements regarding the patent interference proceedings between the University of
California Berkeley and the Broad Institute; the scope of the claims covered by the patent applications filed by the
University of California Berkeley and the Broad Institute; the decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit regarding the patent interference proceedings between the University of California Berkeley and the Broad
Institute and potential next steps after a decision is rendered by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit;
Intellia’s ability to advance and expand the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to develop into human therapeutic products,
as well as our CRISPR/Cas9 intellectual property portfolio; our ability to achieve stable or effective genome editing;
and the intellectual property position and strategy of Intellia’s licensors or other parties from which it derives rights.
Any forward-looking statements in this presentation are based on management’s current expectations and beliefs
of future events, and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially and adversely from those set forth in or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks and
uncertainties include, but are not limited to risks related to Intellia’s ability to protect and maintain our intellectual
property position and risks related to the ability of our licensors to protect and maintain their intellectual property
position. For a discussion of these and other risks and uncertainties, and other important factors, any of which
could cause Intellia’s actual results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements, see the
section entitled “Risk Factors” in Intellia’s most recent annual report on Form 10-K and quarterly reports on Form
10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as discussions of potential risks, uncertainties,
and other important factors in Intellia’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. All information
in this presentation is as of the date of the release, and Intellia Therapeutics, Inc. undertakes no duty to update this
information unless required by law.
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About Finnegan And Speaker Biography
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP is one of the largest IP law firms in the world.
From offices in Atlanta, Boston, London, Palo Alto, Reston, Seoul, Shanghai, Taipei, Tokyo and
Washington, D.C., the firm practices all aspects of patent, trademark, copyright, and trade secret law,
including counseling, prosecution, licensing, and litigation. Finnegan also represents clients on IP issues
related to European patents and trade marks, international trade, portfolio management, the Internet, ecommerce, government contracts, antitrust, and unfair competition.
Cora Holt is an experienced litigator at both the trial and appellate levels. She represents clients in patent
disputes before federal district courts, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, and the U.S.
Supreme Court. While Cora handles cases involving a variety of technologies, her practice focuses on the
biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and life sciences industries. She has represented clients in cases involving
human therapeutic antibodies, chemical compounds, medical devices, drug delivery systems, soybean
plants, and engineered microorganisms. Her work also includes significant experience litigating Hatch Waxman and biosimilars cases. In addition to her patent litigation work, Cora assists clients in portfolio
counseling matters and proceedings before the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. She also devotes
significant time to pro bono work, particularly the representation of veterans in cases before the U.S. Court
of Appeals for Veterans Claims, the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, and the Federal Circuit.
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What Is CRISPR/Cas9 Genome Editing?
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What Is An Interference?
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) interference
proceeding occurs in two stages:
Stage 1: Do the two sets of claims interfere?
To answer this question, the USPTO asks whether the claims are
directed to the “same patentable invention” by employing a twoway obviousness test: Without considering the other language in
the specifications, are the claim sets of the competing patents
and applications obvious over each other?
• If the claims interfere, proceed to Stage 2 to determine
who invented first.
• If the claims do not interfere, terminate interference
without determining who invented first.
• If terminated at Stage 1, both parties can continue to
pursue their applications.
Stage 2: If the two sets of claims overlap, who invented first?
To answer this question, the USPTO looks at both parties’
evidence of invention and determines who invented first.
• Only the first inventor may continue to pursue its
application.
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Scientific Community Recognizes Doudna/Charpentier As CRISPR/Cas9 Inventors

June 28, 2012

May 25, 2012
UC, Vienna and Charpentier filed
their first patent application for the
breakthrough technology

UC, Vienna and Charpentier first to
publish the necessary components
for CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
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UC Provided Blueprint For Follow-on Patent Applications
May 25, 2012

Jun. 28, 2012

ToolGen
Application
Oct. 23, 2012

Sigma-Aldrich
Application
Dec. 6, 2012

Broad
Application
Dec. 12, 2012

Harvard
Application
Dec. 17, 2012

Broad was the third follow-on party to file a U.S. patent application for the
use of CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotic cells
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UC Patent Family Identifies CRISPR/Cas9 Invention, Including Its Components And
Uses In A Variety of Settings
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• CRISPR/Cas9 composition
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in any setting with any
guide
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in any setting with
single-guide RNA
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in a cell with any guide
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in a cell with singleguide RNA
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in eukaryotic cells with
any guide
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in eukaryotic cells with
single-guide RNA
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in vitro with any guide
• CRISPR/Cas9 use in vitro with singleguide RNA
• Single-guide RNA formats
• Other CRISPR/Cas9 inventions

UC Patent Family Describes The ‘Land’ Plus Types Of ‘Houses’ That Could Be Built
Broad’s patents and applications all require a ‘eukaryotic’
house: Use of CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotic cells

CRISPR/Cas9
Genome Editing

Patent is a right to exclude others
from making, using, offering for sale or selling the covered inventions
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Claims At Issue In The CRISPR/Cas9 Interference
UC
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

CRISPR/Cas9 composition
CRISPR/Cas9 use in any setting
with any guide
CRISPR/Cas9 use in any
setting with single-guide RNA
CRISPR/Cas9 use in a cell with
any guide
CRISPR/Cas9 use in a cell with
single-guide RNA
CRISPR/Cas9 use in eukaryotic
cells with any guide
CRISPR/Cas9 use in eukaryotic
cells with single-guide RNA
CRISPR/Cas9 use in vitro with
any guide
CRISPR/Cas9 use in vitro with
single-guide RNA
Single-guide RNA formats
Other CRISPR/Cas9 inventions

Broad

vs

CRISPR/Cas9 use in
eukaryotic cells with any
guide
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Interference scope:

Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB)
decision focused on whether use of
CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotic cells was
obvious in view of UC’s invention of
CRISPR/Cas9 technology and its use
in any setting

UC Patent Family Covers All Types Of CRISPR/Cas9 Settings

FICTION

The current interference proceeding
will determine the ownership of the
one and only CRISPR/Cas9 ‘house’

FACT

of CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotic cells is a
✓ Use
subset of the total patent landscape
✓ UC patent family covers the ‘land’ and all the
different ‘houses’
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✗

UC Patent Family Covers All Relevant CRISPR/Cas9 Components

FICTION

FACT

✓

Anything covered in Broad’s claims
is outside the UC patent family
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Broad’s patent claims are NOT outside
or separate from UC patent family

✗

Path From USPTO To Federal Circuit: How We Got Here

PTAB
•
•

Federal Circuit Court of Appeals

Jan. 2016: Grants UC’s request for
interference

Question Presented:

Feb. 2017: Grants Broad’s motion to
terminate interference at Stage 1*,
finding Broad’s claims non-obvious
over UC’s claims

Was PTAB correct that Broad’s
claims are non-obvious over UC’s
claims?

• Specification of UC’s application is
not considered for this analysis

DECISION
EXPECTED

Never reached Stage 2* to determine
who invented first; thus, both parties can
continue to pursue their own applications

* Refer to “What is an Interference?” slide for a definition of Stages 1 and 2
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Federal Circuit Will Only Address The Issues Before It

Will the Federal Circuit address…
Who is the inventor of CRISPR/Cas9?

✗

Who receives all the patent rights to CRISPR/Cas9?

✗

Who ultimately is entitled to the patent rights for the use of CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotes?

✗

What happens to the pending CRISPR/Cas9 patent applications not in the interference?

✗

Whether the PTAB correctly terminated the interference after ruling that the Broad’s
claims do not interfere with UC’s claims?

✓
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One Of Three Potential Federal Circuit Rulings Expected

•

•

VACATE AND REMAND

REVERSE AND REMAND

(Back to PTAB – Stage 1*)

(Back to PTAB – Stage 2*)

PTAB erred in its
obviousness analysis and
needs to reconsider the
Stage 1* question.

•

Remand for PTAB to
reconsider Stage 1* (whether
Broad’s claims are obvious
over UC’s claims).

•

PTAB erred in its
obviousness analysis, and it
is clear that Broad’s claims
are obvious over UC’s claims.
Remand for PTAB to move
on to Stage 2* after nondispositive motions decided
(who invented first).

* Refer to “What is an Interference?” slide for a definition of Stages 1 and 2
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AFFIRM

•

PTAB was correct;
interference remains
terminated.

•

Both parties may continue to
pursue their own
applications and maintain
their patents, subject to
future challenges.

Federal Circuit Ruling Is Not The Final Say. Doors Remain Open For Both Parties

Supreme Court
Writ of Certiorari*

Federal Circuit
Panel / En Banc Review**

Accept

Federal Circuit
Decision

Whether and what kind of further review is granted is entirely within the discretion of the reviewing court
* For Writ of Certiorari – 90 days to file petition
** For Panel/En Banc Review – 30 days to file petition
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UC Has Many Options And Can Also Pursue Pending Patent Applications

FICTION

FACT

✓

Anything covered in Broad’s claims
is outside the UC patent family
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Broad’s patent claims are NOT outside
or separate from UC patent family

✗

Key Takeaways For Upcoming Federal Circuit Ruling
• Federal Circuit is not deciding who invented or is entitled to the rights to CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing technology
• Federal Circuit is also not deciding who invented or is ultimately entitled to the rights to the
use of CRISPR/Cas9 in eukaryotes

• Federal Circuit decision will not determine the scope of UC’s patent rights
– CRISPR/Cas9 patent landscape is much larger than current interference
– UC has numerous other applications and patents on CRISPR/Cas9 technology, both
within the U.S. and ex-U.S.
• Federal Circuit will only determine whether the PTAB correctly terminated the
interference after ruling that the Broad’s claims do not interfere with UC’s claims
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Appendix

VACATE And REMAND – Back To PTAB For Stage 1*
Federal Circuit finds PTAB erred in its obviousness analysis, and remands the case
to PTAB to re-consider Stage 1 (whether Broad’s claims are obvious over UC’s
claims).
Broad’s Options

UC’s Options

(1) Accept decision; case returns to PTAB for
reconsideration of Stage 1; or

Accept the Federal Circuit ruling

(2) Challenge decision by filing a petition for:
• Rehearing by the Federal Circuit panel
and/or en banc court (30 days)
• Writ of certiorari before the Supreme Court
(90 days)
Whether to consider these petitions is entirely
within the discretion of the court and, if rejected,
the case is returned to the PTAB
* Refer to “What is an Interference?” slide for a definition of Stage 1 and 2
All options noted above are possibilities and not a prediction of either the Federal Circuit’s decision or any of the parties ’ probable actions.
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REVERSE And REMAND – Back To PTAB For Stage 2*
Federal Circuit finds PTAB erred in its obviousness analysis and that Broad’s claims
are obvious over UC’s claims; remands for PTAB to move to Stage 2 (who invented
first).

UC’s Options

Broad’s Options

Accept the Federal Circuit ruling

(1) Accept decision; case returns to PTAB and
moves to Stage 2; or
(2) Challenge decision by filing a petition for:
• Rehearing by the Federal Circuit panel
and/or en banc court (30 days)
• Writ of certiorari before the Supreme
Court (90 days)
Whether to consider these petitions is entirely
within the discretion of the court and, if
rejected, the case is returned to the PTAB

* Refer to “What is an Interference?” slide for a definition of Stage 1 and 2
All options noted above are possibilities and not a prediction of either the Federal Circuit’s decision or any of the parties ’ probable actions.
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AFFIRM – Interference Remains Terminated; No Determination On Inventorship

Federal Circuit finds PTAB was correct and affirms termination of interference.

UC’s Options

Broad’s Options

(1) Accept decision
▪ This interference is over, leaving UC and Broad
free to pursue their applications at issue in this
interference, as well as other applications
▪ Note: UC has other pending patent claims which
expressly interfere with Broad’s claims and may
be cause for another interference
(2) Seek further review by filing a petition for:
▪ Rehearing by the Federal Circuit panel and/or en
banc court (30 days)
▪ Writ of certiorari before the Supreme Court (90
days)
Whether to consider these petitions is entirely within
the discretion of the court and, if rejected, the case is
returned to the PTAB

Accept the Federal Circuit ruling

All options noted above are possibilities and not a prediction of either the Federal Circuit’s decision or any of the parties ’ probable actions.
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